
Envelope 4741 

Chapter 4741 A Test! 

"What the!! ck! This is a scam!" 

Chen Xiaobei was dumbfounded. 

It was because he had used the 'Xuan' word incantation and saw an unprecedented opportunity that 

Chen Xiaobei decided to take the risk and come here! 

But now, the opportunity had disappeared, and even the way out had disappeared! 

Chen Xiaobei felt as if he had just jumped into a huge pit. His scalp was numb! 

However, what Chen Xiaobei did not expect was something even worse! 

"Whoosh ..." 

With a violent energy fluctuation, a golden rune light array appeared in the empty space! 

This light array was like the sky of this space, completely enveloping the entire space! 

The Golden runes were extremely profound, and the level of the formation was naturally extremely 

high! 

From the formation, Chen Xiaobei could feel a strong killing intent, and a very wild fighting aura! 

"What the f * ck ..." 

Chen Xiaobei wanted to vomit blood. 

The opportunity was gone! There was no way out! But danger came as expected! 

Was there anything worse than this in the world? 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

Then, streams of golden light fell from the array, like golden pillars in the sky, straight to the ground! 

Chen Xiaobei tried his best to avoid being hit by the beams of light! 

However, it was obvious that these light pillars were not an attack from the formation. If one could not 

even Dodge these light pillars, they would not even be qualified to see the real danger! 

Whoosh ... Whoosh ... Whoosh ... 

Immediately after, the golden light pillars dispersed into golden holy light! It caused the entire space to 

turn golden!𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

As the light pillars spread out, six-armed fiend supremacies in golden armor walked out! 

"Strange ..." 

Chen Xiaobei looked around and saw that there were 36 six-armed fiend supremacies! 
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These six-armed fiend supremacies were five meters tall and had terrifying power. Their golden armors 

had sharp edges and corners, and anyone with eyes could tell that they were not ordinary items! 

The 36 six-armed fiend supremacies surrounded Chen Xiaobei with the 36 celestial dippers, forming an 

encirclement with no blind spots! 

This formation was very big, full of momentum, overbearing and mighty. 

However, Chen Xiaobei frowned when he saw what was happening in front of him. 

"The energy fluctuations on these six-armed golden-armored fiend Venerables are all early-stage five-

star divine ancestors, exactly the same as mine! This can't be a coincidence ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's expression was complicated and full of suspicion. 

First of all, if this space was created by the ancestor of all DAOs, why would he set up such a low-level 

array? 

This was like putting an ant as a guard in the temple! 

What was the purpose of the formation? 

It wasn't even considered superfluous! 

Secondly, these six-armed fiend supremacies were all early-stage five-star divine ancestors, which was 

the same level as Chen Xiaobei. How could there be such a coincidence? 

There was not even a difference of one small realm. Those who did not know would think that this 

formation was specially made for Chen Xiaobei! 

However, Chen Xiaobei knew that this formation had existed a long time ago. At that time, the ancestor 

of all DAOs did not even have the ability to dispel the divine soul! 

Chen Xiaobei did not even exist at that time!I think you should take a look at 

So, this formation could not have been made just for Chen Xiaobei! 

However, such a completely matching setting was too much of a coincidence! In fact, it was so 

coincidental that it felt unreal! 

"Based on the current situation! It's very likely that this is a test deliberately left behind by the ancestor 

of the myriad Dao for his descendants!" 

Chen Xiaobei thought for a moment and said, " "And the level of these six-armed fiend Venerables in 

golden armor is not fixed! Instead, it will change according to the strength of the person who enters!" 

 in other words, if a Supreme Saint ancestor comes in, these six-armed fiend Venerables are likely to be 

at the same level as the Supreme Saint ancestor!  

"To put it bluntly, the ancestor of all DAOs tests a person's talent, which is also the upper limit of the 

future! That's because those who are strong now may not be talented, and their growth limit may not 

be high in the future!" 



"As for those with low cultivation, as long as their talent is high enough, they will naturally be able to 

cultivate a shocking and Supreme cultivation in the future! The upper limit of growth will be higher!" 

Chen Xiaobei analyzed the situation. Although he did not know if it was right or wrong, the possibility of 

this happening was quite high. 

"A stranger! Welcome to the ten thousand DAOs Supreme domain!" 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei heard a voice that he was very familiar with. 

 nine ... Nine hearts turtle ancestor!?  

Chen Xiaobei was dumbfounded. 

The voice was so familiar that Chen Xiaobei knew it was the voice of the nine hearts turtle ancestor! 

Chen Xiaobei quickly scanned his surroundings. 

However, he could not see the figure of nine hearts turtle ancestor at all. 

"I got it!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes narrowed as he made a guess, " "The true body of the nine hearts turtle ancestor 

isn't here! The one speaking now should be a true spirit clone that the nine hearts turtle ancestor left 

behind!" 

Clearly, the nine hearts turtle ancestor himself could not leave the ten thousand Dao secret realm. 

Moreover, the nine-hearts turtle ancestor knew Chen Xiaobei. If the nine-hearts turtle ancestor himself 

was here, Chen Xiaobei would not be a stranger to him. 

"You probably haven't heard of the myriad Dao ancestor! However, this was not important! You'll find 

out in the future!" 

The voice of the nine hearts turtle ancestor continued, " "Now, you can ask me three questions! After I 

answer, the test will officially begin!" 

"This ..." 

Chen Xiaobei was surprised. 

First of all, this was indeed the ten thousand DAOs Supreme domain! 

At the same time, this place was indeed a trial ground used by the ancestor of all DAOs to test his 

descendants! 

All of Chen Xiaobei's guesses had been confirmed! As expected, he had guessed correctly! 

However, Chen Xiaobei was filled with questions! 

And nine hearts turtle ancestor would only answer three questions! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei had to choose the most important question in his heart and ask it! 

"What benefits can I get by passing this test?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 



"You're very direct!" 

 yes!  nine hearts turtle ancestor's voice replied, " first of all, you can obtain a huge benefit that you 

would never expect before you pass a level!  

"Secondly, if you can pass all the tests, you will become the personal disciple of the myriad Dao ancestor 

and receive full cultivation! In the future, you'll be an existence that's only beneath one person and 

above all others! In fact, even I have to bow down to you!" 

"You mean you didn't pass the test yourself?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 I can only pass the first three stages ...  the nine hearts turtle ancestor's voice sounded helpless. It was 

as if he was not blaming himself for being weak, but for the test being too terrifying. 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows in anxiety. 

"You have one last question!" The nine hearts turtle ancestor urged. 

Chapter 4742 4743-Terrifying! 

 I don't want to take the test. Can I leave this place? " Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Of course not!" 

The voice of the nine hearts turtle ancestor gave an answer.  "Once you enter this place, your life will no 

longer belong to you! Either you fail the test and die Here! Either he passed the test and became the 

loyal servant of the myriad Dao ancestor! There is no third option!" 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows in anger. 

After asking these three questions, Chen Xiaobei was very clear about the dire situation he was in! 

First of all, they had to pass the test to obtain the benefits. If they failed, they would die! 

Secondly, even someone as strong as the nine hearts turtle ancestor had only managed to pass the first 

three stages! One could only imagine how terrifying these tests were! And, the further he went, the 

more terrifying it became! 

In the end, if they failed to clear the stage, only death awaited them! 

It was obvious that falling into such a situation was the same as falling into a dead end! 

"That's not right!" 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei realized something.   you've only passed three stages. Why didn't you die?!  

Whoosh ... Whoosh ... Whoosh ... 

But this time, Chen Xiaobei did not get an answer! 

The six-armed golden-armored fiend supremacies around him had already stood up one after another. 

Their Saint Origin Energy was boiling, and huge weapons were formed in their hands! 

The 36 demon supremacies, 216 arms, and the weapons in their hands were completely different! 
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The dazzling arm turned the entire space golden! 

It was gorgeous and magnificent! 

However, under this noble and luxurious beauty, there was a murderous and battle intent that was as 

hot as the scorching sun! 

"Heh, you want to test me with these little things?" 

Although Chen Xiaobei's cultivation was not high, he had a powerful trump card! 

Chen Xiaobei's target was not The Fiend supremacy, but all his enemies below the Supreme divine 

ancestor level. They were all his stinky brothers! 

 chaos Blood Sword!  

Chen Xiaobei was ready to take out the chaos Blood Sword. 

The thirty-six six golden-armored fiend supremacies were powerful and dazzling. 

As long as he used the chaos Blood Sword, all of them combined would be a piece of cake! 

"Heh, how can the test of the myriad Dao ancestor be so simple?" 

However, at this moment, the nine hearts turtle ancestor's sneer was heard from the void. 

Although the true body of the nine hearts turtle ancestor was not here, the true spirit avatar he had left 

behind was already sentient and had its own consciousness. It was like another nine hearts turtle 

ancestor. 

Therefore, the clone of the nine hearts turtle ancestor was still able to think and laugh at Chen Xiaobei's 

performance. 

"Shit ..." 

As expected, Chen Xiaobei's expression changed! 

Chen Xiaobei suddenly realized that he could not use the chaos Blood Sword! 

From the looks of it, all Dharma Treasures were sealed under this array! 

This result was completely out of Chen Xiaobei's expectations, but it was completely within his 

expectations! 

After all, this test was to test one's talent! 

Since it was a test of talent, they would naturally not allow the person being tested to use external 

forces! 

At that moment, Chen Xiaobei was certain that it was not just the magical items that were sealed. All 

other external forces were also unable to use them! 

"Shua shua ... Shua shua ..." 



While Chen Xiaobei was thinking, the six-armed fiend supremacy had already surrounded him!I think 

you should take a look at 

All kinds of weapons shining with golden light came down from all directions like a storm, showing off 

their sharp edges and shocking power! 

The main point was that these attacks were definitely not all talk and no action! 

On the contrary, from the energy fluctuations, these attacks could even be invincible among those of 

the same level! 

It wasn't an exaggeration to say that an ordinary five-star divine ancestor would have been killed in an 

instant if they were here! There wasn't even a chance to fight back! 

"Clang! Clang! Clang ..." 

In the next moment, hundreds of sharp edges suddenly slashed down. 

Chen Xiaobei dodged with all his might, but he realized that even with his full speed, he could not Dodge 

the attack perfectly. 

The air was torn apart by the sharp blades and Chen Xiaobei was forced to retreat a few hundred 

meters. 

They had barely escaped the encirclement of thirty-six fiend supremacies in golden armor. 

But! 

At this moment! 

Chen Xiaobei's body was already covered in more than ten wounds! 

Each wound was long and deep, with blood flowing out. It was a shocking sight! 

"This is really troublesome ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's brows were furrowed and his mood was extremely serious. 

It had been a long time since Chen Xiaobei had been injured! 

But this time, he had suffered so many and so serious injuries all at once! 

It was clear how terrifying the six-armed fiend Venerables were! 

At the same time, it also proved Chen Xiaobei's previous guess! 

Under this magical formation, all external forces were sealed! 

Including the Supreme-grade chaos Blood Sword and the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor, all other 

treasures could not be used! 

In addition, all his abilities, including the one character Holy extermination curse, had been sealed! 

Once he lost these trump cards, Chen Xiaobei's strength would only be at the early phase of five star 

divine ancestor. There would be no additional bonuses! 



Under such circumstances, even if Chen Xiaobei were to take on the six-armed fiend supremacy alone, 

his chances of winning would be less than 50%! 

In front of him, there were thirty-six six six-armed fiend supremacies in golden armor! 

To Chen Xiaobei, he was already very lucky to have escaped from the attack just now! 

It would be impossible to win this battle! 

It was not an exaggeration to say that if the attack just now continued for another two or three more 

waves, Chen Xiaobei's life would be lost here! 

"Hehe, what do you think? Now you know how terrifying the test of the ancestor of all DAOs is, right?" 

The clone of the nine hearts turtle ancestor could not help but sneer.  "Of course, this is something that 

can not be blamed! After all, the ancestor of all Dao was a Supreme existence! Ordinary people could 

not enter his eyes at all! To put it bluntly, he's just like a useless ant, and his death is not to be 

regretted!" 

Chen Xiaobei gritted his teeth. 

There was no doubt that the words of the nine hearts turtle ancestor's clone were a great provocation 

to Chen Xiaobei, and even an insult! 

Naturally, Chen Xiaobei was in a bad mood! 

But Chen Xiaobei did not say a word! 

If Chen Xiaobei could not even pass this test, he would not even have the right to speak! 

After all, the words of an ant and a piece of trash, no matter how much or how loudly they were said, 

would not be taken seriously! 

The only thing Chen Xiaobei could do now was to fight! 

Fight to the end of life! 

Chapter 4743 Self-Preservation! 

 the enemy is too powerful. Even if I fight them one-on-one, my chances of winning are not high. If 

thirty-six enemies attack me together, I will be exhausted to death sooner or later!  

Chen Xiaobei had already made up his mind to fight all four of them to the end. He dispelled all the 

negative emotions in his heart and began to think calmly. 

 but then again, there must be a special reason for the nine hearts turtle ancestor to be able to pass this 

level back then!  

Chen Xiaobei's mind was spinning. 

At the same time, the 36 fiend supremacies in the Golden armor had already channeled their Saint Qi 

and were ready to attack Chen Xiaobei for the second time! 
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 these enemies are so powerful. If all external forces are sealed, I believe that even nine hearts turtle 

ancestor can't pass the test!  

It was obvious that the test at this moment was too powerful to be human! 

Even a six-armed fiend supremacy in golden armor could be almost invincible in the same realm. 

At the same level, if all external forces were sealed, it would not be easy for Chen Xiaobei or the nine 

hearts turtle ancestor to defeat the six-armed golden-armored fiend! 

If it was someone else, they would not even be able to take one move from the six-armed fiend 

supremacy and would be killed on the spot! 

Chen Xiaobei and nine hearts turtle ancestor's talent and combat ability were already far superior to 

their peers! 

However, even if Chen Xiaobei and the nine hearts turtle ancestor had the best talent, they could not 

possibly take on thirty-six of them at once! 

In fact, nine hearts turtle ancestor had not only passed the first stage, but he had also passed the second 

and third stages!𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝕞 

Chen Xiaobei began to suspect that the formation might not be able to seal all external forces! He would 

definitely have some trump cards that he could use! 

"Clang clang clang ..." 

In the blink of an eye, the thirty-six fiend Venerables in six-armed golden armor attacked again. 

The dazzling golden weapon was like a tsunami, bringing with it a terrifying sharp Saint Origin Energy 

that seemed to be able to cut everything into pieces! 

"Uh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei dodged with all his might. 

 huh?!  

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. As he dodged, he suddenly realized that the six-armed fiend supremacy's 

attacks could be traced! 

Chen Xiaobei's incredible learning ability had played a crucial role in this moment! 

He had discovered a pattern! Drawing inferences from one case! Drawing parallels by analogy! This had 

always been Chen Xiaobei's greatest strength! 

And at this moment! 

Chen Xiaobei realized that The Fiend supremacy was in a fixed formation with the 36 dippers in position! 

At the same time, all the six-armed fiend Venerables in golden armor had a total of 216 arms! 

It matched the number of 72 Disha! 



However, 216 was three times the number of 72 fiends! 

In other words, these six-armed golden-armored fiend Venerables were in the position of Tiangang, and 

their arms were in the position of Disha! 

There was also the transformation of one begets two, two begets three, and three begets all things! 

Therefore, at first glance, these six-armed golden-armored fiend Venerables were holding all kinds of 

weapons and attacking like a storm, dazzling and even disorderly! 

However, in reality, there was a special pattern to this! 

Chen Xiaobei's Super Brain had activated its photographic memory. 

In an instant, he recalled the situation of the last wave of attacks. 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

In a flash, he wanted to rely on his memories of the previous wave of attacks, in addition to the 

Tiangang Disha's arrangement, to push himself onto the path of this wave of attacks! 

Of course, the six-armed fiend Venerables in golden armor were extremely fast! 

While Chen Xiaobei was thinking, the attack was already coming for him!I think you should take a look at 

In a very, very short amount of time, Chen Xiaobei had to figure out how to attack and Dodge at the 

same time. He was in a very dangerous situation! 

"Clang! Clang! Clang ..." 

In an instant, Chen Xiaobei's body was covered with many more wounds, and blood was flowing out of 

them. 

"Swish!" 

Then, Chen Xiaobei pulled himself out of the shadows of the swords and dodged the wave of attacks. 

Chen Xiaobei looked down at his new wound. 

Purple-gold blood kept flowing out, and the intense pain was extremely clear. 

But! 

At this moment! 

Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

"I've succeeded!" 

Chen Xiaobei was very satisfied with the result. 

The reason was simple! 



Although there were new wounds this time, compared to the dozens of wounds in the first 

confrontation, there were only six new wounds this time. Moreover, each new wound was lighter than 

the previous one! 

This was obviously a very obvious improvement! 

It was enough to prove that Chen Xiaobei's prediction and judgment were effective! 

Moreover, Chen Xiaobei's Dodge just now was a little rushed! 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had gotten the hang of it, he would not be as hasty as before! 

Chen Xiaobei's dodging would be smoother, more efficient, and safer! 

Clang clang clang ... Clang clang ... 

The six-armed fiend supremacy did not give Chen Xiaobei a chance to catch his breath. The third wave of 

attacks came at him! 

However, they would never have thought that in such a short time, Chen Xiaobei had already found a 

way to protect himself! 

"Shua shua shua ..." 

This time, Chen Xiaobei had made a perfect prediction. His body moved like the stars, weaving through 

the attacks of the six-armed fiend supremacy. 

"Whoosh!" 

After a round of direct confrontation, Chen Xiaobei successfully passed through the attack net and went 

to the other side. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei did not have any new wounds on his body. 

If he were to face a normal enemy, Chen Xiaobei would have been invincible! 

After all, if the enemy could not hit Chen Xiaobei, their energy would run out after a few rounds of 

attacks, and Chen Xiaobei would be able to win without a fight! 

However, it was obvious that these six-armed golden-armored fiend Venerables were a test set by the 

ancestor of all DAOs. Energy was not a problem at all! 

After three waves of attacks, the energy fluctuations on their bodies were still extremely strong, and 

they didn't show any signs of weakening! 

From this, it could be seen that it was absolutely impossible to exhaust their energy! 

They had to be completely defeated in order to obtain the final victory and pass the first test! 

 right now, the problem is still very serious ...  

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and said, " "Although I can avoid their attacks, if I can't defeat them, I'll 

definitely be defeated!" 



"That's because their energy is infinite, but I have to consume energy to Dodge their attacks! Therefore, 

in reality, they are the undefeatable ones. As time passes, the one who will be exhausted to death will 

be me!" 

Although Chen Xiaobei could protect himself for now, he was far from being able to break out of this 

situation! 

Chapter 4744 4745-Divinity Show! 

He had to admit that the ancestor of all DAOs was truly an unparalleled ultimate existence! 

This was only the first stage of all the tests, but the difficulty was already enough to make one's hair 

stand on end! 

If it was someone else, they would have died hundreds of times! 

It was all thanks to Chen Xiaobei's extraordinary learning ability and Super Brain that he was able to 

think of a way to protect himself when he was on the verge of death! 

However, what the ancestor of all DAOs wanted was a subordinate with top-notch talent! He could only 

protect himself and could not pass the test! 

And the result of self-preservation was to exhaust one's strength in self-preservation, and in the end, 

one would still be ruthlessly killed like a useless ant! His death was not to be regretted! 

Clang clang clang ... Clang clang ... 

Then, the fourth wave of attacks suddenly came. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

This time, Chen Xiaobei was even more familiar with it. He was like a bolt of lightning, easily passing 

through the tsunami-like Golden wave of attacks! 

Just like the last time, Chen Xiaobei was unscathed! 

 how ... How is this possible?!  

At the same time, the voice of the nine hearts turtle ancestor was heard again. It was filled with 

surprise."I thought it was a coincidence that you managed to Dodge it without getting hurt! I didn't 

expect you to do it a second time!" 

"What's wrong? Are you saying that you couldn't have done it back then?" Chen Xiaobei asked, trying to 

test the nine heart turtle ancestor. 

"Nonsense! Of course I can do it! However, it took me three days and three nights with my turtle shell to 

discover the pattern of the attacks of these fiend supremacies!" 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor's voice was filled with surprise.  "I never thought that you would be able 

to discover the pattern in such a short time! It's simply unbelievable!" 

"This is just the most basic number of Tiangang and Disha, is it that hard to discover?" Chen Xiaobei 

asked. 
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As he spoke, the six-armed fiend supremacy's next wave of attack had already arrived. 

However, at this point, this kind of attack was no longer a threat to Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei could have just chit-chatted while avoiding the attacks. 

"Nonsense!" 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor's voice was somewhat angry.  "Tiangang and Disha numbers are indeed 

the most basic things! However, anyone who enters this place will be caught off guard. In the midst of 

panic, they can't think calmly at all!" 

"Moreover, the six-armed fiend supremacy's attacks are formed by the Tiangang realm and the Disha 

realm, which are three times more powerful than the Tiangang realm! It was very difficult for ordinary 

people to think of the possibility of having three times the number of Disha! It's very easy to be thrown 

into confusion by that dazzling offensive!" 

It was obvious that the nine hearts turtle ancestor was talking about the situation he had encountered 

when he had broken through the trial back then. 

On one hand, when they first entered this realm, all the external forces were sealed, and the six-armed 

golden-armored fiend supremacy was invincible among those of the same level. Anyone who entered 

this realm would be killed in a hurry and lose their minds! 

Coupled with the fact that the number of Disha was three times that of the earth fiends being covered 

up by the dazzling attacks, it was almost impossible for an ordinary person to think of the key point 

when they had to desperately deal with fatal dangers while being unable to think calmly! 

Chen Xiaobei and the nine hearts turtle ancestor were both extremely talented! In the end, they all 

found a pattern! 

However, the biggest difference was that it took nine hearts turtle ancestor three days and three nights 

to discover the pattern! If it wasn't for its tough shell, it would have already been chopped into meat 

paste! 

Chen Xiaobei had only used the time it took to launch one wave of attacks! 

In comparison, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was simply too weak! 

It was precisely because of this that the true spirit avatar left behind by the nine hearts turtle ancestor 

was shocked, embarrassed, and ashamed! 

 however, if you think that you can pass the test just because you have discovered the pattern, you are 

terribly wrong! 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor's true spirit clone laughed. It was like it was watching a show and did not 

think that Chen Xiaobei would be able to pass. 

Drip ... Drip ...  

With just a few words, Chen Xiaobei had dodged three waves of attacks.I think you should take a look at 



Even though there were no new wounds on Chen Xiaobei's body! 

However, the wounds that had already been left were still bleeding. 

Purple-gold blood was already scattered all over the ground. It could be seen that the amount of blood 

lost from the whole process was extremely huge. 

If he continued to lose blood like this, Chen Xiaobei's physical body would be destroyed first. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei's own Saint Origin Energy was also being used up very quickly. After all, 

even if he could avoid the attacks without being injured, he would still need to use his Saint Origin 

Energy and run as fast as he could to do it. 

Moving at the highest speed would naturally consume a lot of Saint Qi. 

Under such circumstances, Chen Xiaobei's physical body and saintly vitality would be completely 

depleted, and the only outcome would be death. 

"Actually, I already have a bold idea!" 

Chen Xiaobei lowered his head and stared at the purple-gold blood on the ground. 

 what ... What idea?!  

The Truesoul clone of the nine hearts turtle ancestor asked in confusion. 

He said in disbelief,"I thought of a way to break out of this situation seven days after I discovered 

Wushang's dodging pattern!" You can't think of a way so quickly!" 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei had discovered the pattern of the attacks in just one wave of attack. 

This matter had already dealt a huge blow to the nine hearts turtle ancestor's Truesoul avatar. He was 

really embarrassed, angry, and had lost face! 

If Chen Xiaobei could find a way to break out of this situation in! short time, the nine-hearted turtle 

ancestor's true spirit clone would lose face! 

One had to know that the nine hearts turtle ancestor was the only existence in this world who could 

pass the first three stages! 

In its opinion, it was the most talented being in this world, second only to the ancestor of all Dao! 

However, it had already lost to Chen Xiaobei once! 

If they were to compete again, then wouldn't it become the biggest joke in the world? 

This face slap was simply too loud! 

"If you can use the turtle shell for defense, why can't I use the Dragon scales to increase my combat 

power?" 

Chen Xiaobei raised his brows and voiced his thoughts. 

"This ..." 



The nine hearts turtle ancestor's Truesoul clone was stunned. He was speechless for a long time. 

There was no mistake! 

This formation could only seal external forces! 

And he could use his own strength freely! 

For example, Chen Xiaobei's talent in learning and demonic beasts 'innate physical talent! These were all 

completely unrestricted! 

This way, the nine hearts turtle ancestor could transform into his demonic beast form and use his turtle 

shell to protect himself! 

Did that mean that Chen Xiaobei, who had the witch dragon blood in his body, could also transform into 

a demonic beast? 

 witch Dragon divinity!!!  

Chen Xiaobei then activated the witch dragon blood in his body. 

Then, a mysterious change appeared. 

Chapter 4745 Innate Talent! 

At this moment, the nine special abilities of the witch Dragon nine transformations were all sealed and 

could not be used! 

So, Chen Xiaobei used an ability that he had never used before! 

This was an ability that only belonged to demonic beasts! 

In fact, it was very simple. It was just switching between human and beast forms! 

In fact, the nine hearts turtle ancestor could also transform into a human form, but he would be in the 

form of a demonic beast when he passed the level! 

This gave Chen Xiaobei a huge inspiration! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei's bloodline was very special! 

After fusing with the witch dragon blood, when he activated each ability, purple-gold dragon scales, 

dragon claws, Dragon fangs, Dragon fins, and so on would grow on the corresponding parts of his body. 

In the later stages, when Chen Xiaobei was able to use the complete witch Dragon's nine 

transformation, his entire body would take on the form of a Violet Gold witch Dragon! 

This meant that the witch dragon blood had completely fused with Chen Xiaobei's own blood! 

In fact, from that moment on, Chen Xiaobei was already a half-human, half-demon! 

However, in the later stages, the witch Dragon bloodline would not be of much help to Chen Xiaobei. 

Moreover, the enhancement brought by the demonic beast form was far less than the other trump 

cards! 
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That was why Chen Xiaobei would never transform into his demonic beast form! 

And now, this energy was the key to Chen Xiaobei's breakthrough! 

This was because after transforming into a demonic beast, the innate talent granted by his bloodline 

would give Chen Xiaobei an obvious boost in strength! 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei's bloodline was not just the witch Dragon bloodline! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei had also fused with many other bloodlines! For example, the blood of the kun 

Peng! The bloodline of the pan Sheng! And after devouring Mo Sha Saint Emperor, the grade of his 

bloodline had also increased greatly! 

Therefore, even though Chen Xiaobei was in his dracolich form, he was still a demonic Dragon. 

However, on the Dragon's body, there were already kun Peng's wings, pan Sheng's holy light, and Mo 

Sha's holy light! 

"Roar!" 

In an instant, Chen Xiaobei had turned into a giant dragon. The kun Peng's wings spread out, covering 

the entire space! 

The Holy Light of pan and the Holy Light of Mo Sha shone together like a sun with two overlapping 

colors. Floating behind the dragon's head, it reflected a bright purple-gold light, making it even more 

sacred and dazzling! 

"What ... What a special bloodline ..." 

Seeing this, the nine hearts turtle ancestor's Truesoul avatar couldn't help but let out a cry of shock. 

"But ..." 

However, the true spirit avatar of the nine hearts turtle ancestor immediately changed the topic. 

He sneered,"although your bloodline is very special and has an obvious effect on your combat strength, 

it's still not enough." However, this is not the way to break out of this situation!" 

Clang clang clang ... Clang clang ... 

As soon as he finished speaking, another wave of attacks was coming for Chen Xiaobei! 

"Boom boom boom ..." 

This time, Chen Xiaobei did not Dodge. Instead, he gathered all his power into the dragon Claw! 

Chen Xiaobei's own Saint Qi was invincible among those of the same level. 

At this moment, with the blessing of the bloodline, the strength of his power had been increased to a 

certain extent! 

At the same time, in his demonic beast form, the physical strength of the Dragon and the momentum of 

the kun Peng's wings had increased Chen Xiaobei's actual destructive power! 



BOOM! BOOM! 

With a deafening boom, the attack of the 36 six-armed fiend supremacies and Chen Xiaobei's pair of 

giant dragon claws clashed!I think you should take a look at 

In an instant, a terrifying shockwave spread out and the entire space was distorted. The terrifying air 

wave exploded with shocking power! 

"Uh ..." 

In the next moment, the purple-gold giant dragon let out a painful groan. 

The huge figure retreated thousands of meters away before it finally stabilized. 

"Bang Bang Bang ... Bang Bang Bang ..." 

On the other side, the thirty-six fiend supremacies in six-armed golden-armored armor were all sent 

flying backward like meteors! 

One by one, they all slammed heavily into the spatial wall, letting out a series of muffled sounds, 

appearing extremely miserable! 

Just from the result of this confrontation. 

Chen Xiaobei seemed to have gained the upper hand in terms of strength. 

However, at this moment ... 

The purple-gold giant Dragon's brows were tightly furrowed. His eyes were extremely solemn, and one 

could not even see the slightest bit of confidence! 

"Shua shua ... Shua shua ..." 

That was because the thirty-six fiend supremacies in six-armed golden-armored armor, who had been in 

a complete mess, flew up again and formed a battle formation as Tiangang realm cultivators! 

More importantly, there were no visible wounds on their bodies! The energy was still the same as 

before, with no signs of reduction! 

This meant that even though Chen Xiaobei had the upper hand in terms of strength! 

However, such an advantage was still far from enough to defeat these six-armed golden-armored fiend 

Venerables! 

However! 

But Chen Xiaobei had used up a lot of his Saint Qi! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had used all his strength in that attack! The consumption of Saint Origin Energy 

was far more than dodging without injury! 

This was a huge danger signal! 

Because once his Saint Qi was exhausted, Chen Xiaobei would lose all chance of turning the tables! 



"Hmph Hmph! Did you see that?" 

The Truesoul clone of patriarch nine hearts let out a smug, cold laugh."I've already said that the power 

of the bloodline alone is far from enough to break the formation!" 

The result had given the nine hearts turtle ancestor's true spirit clone some confidence. After all, Chen 

Xiaobei really had not found a way to break out of this situation! 

If Chen Xiaobei was dead, or if he only managed to break out of the situation after seven days, it would 

prove that nine hearts turtle ancestor was still the most talented genius in the world! 

"I'm sorry ... I might have to disappoint you! I've found a way to break out of this situation!" 

However, at this moment, the purple-gold giant Dragon's tone suddenly calmed down, and a hint of 

confidence finally appeared in its eyes. 

"What? This ... How is this possible?" 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor's Truesoul avatar let out a cry of surprise and disbelief. 

 this round tests one's talent!  

The purple-gold giant dragon's eyes focused and said solemnly, " "And there are three most important 

types of talent! First, wisdom! Second, root bone! Third, state of mind!" 

"Dodging without injuries tests one's intelligence and intelligence! One had to be calm and clear-

headed, coupled with strong reasoning and adaptability. Only then would one be able to find a way to 

avoid the attack without being injured at the critical moment when one's eyes were in a mess. 

Furthermore, the brain had to perfectly control the body in order to do it! I've clearly passed this point!" 

"To suppress all The Fiend supremacies, what's tested is one's root bone! Only when one's physical body 

and bloodline were strong enough could one suppress the thirty-six fiend supremacies in the Golden 

armor who were invincible! And I've clearly passed this point!" 

 finally, it's the test of one's mental state!!!  

Chapter 4746 - 4746 Saint pill! 

4746 Saint pill! 

“This … This, this, this …” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone let out a cry of shock. He could not believe his ears! 

Chen Xiaobei was right! 

Wisdom! Root bone! State of mind! These three points were the true purpose of the first test! 

In other words, it was not necessary to defeat the thirty-six golden-armored fiend supremacies to 

complete the test! 

After all, as long as one’s talent was high enough, an enemy that he couldn’t defeat now would be easily 

defeated after the ancestor of ten thousand DAOs trained him a little! 
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Therefore, there was no need to completely defeat these six-armed fiend Venerables in golden armor! 

 you … How did you think of that!?  

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone let out a sound of disbelief, unable to understand no 

matter how much he thought. 

“Originally, I didn’t think in this direction!” 

 but just now, I used all my strength and sent all the six-armed fiend Supremes flying!  Chen Xiaobei said.  

by right, my strength should have an overwhelming advantage!  

“But those six-armed fiend Venerables in golden armor are all unharmed! Even the Golden armor on his 

body isn’t damaged at all!” 

“On top of that, they have an inexhaustible supply of energy! I can’t see any hope of winning!” 

“Furthermore, there is an even more important point! Their level would increase along with the tester’s 

level! In other words, even if I become stronger, they will also become stronger! So, it’s not just me. If it 

were anyone else, they would definitely not be able to defeat them! 

“It was because of this that I suddenly had an epiphany and began to think in reverse! Could it be that 

what the ancestor of all DAOs wants isn’t to defeat these six-armed fiend supremacy?” 

“Then, I naturally thought of the nature of this test! Since it was only a test of talent! Then, as long as 

you are talented enough, you don’t have to care about temporary success or failure!” 

As soon as he said that, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s Truesoul avatar fell completely silent. 

Chen Xiaobei’s analysis was on point, thorough, and accurate. 

It had taken nine hearts turtle ancestor seven days to come up with Chen Xiaobei’s conclusion. 

Compared to Chen Xiaobei, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone felt like trash! So weak that 

they were ashamed! His number one talent in the world had become a joke! 

The real number one talent in the world was Chen Xiaobei! 

There was no suspense! 

Although the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone was silent, Chen Xiaobei continued to explain 

his thoughts! 

 next, it’s a test of the state of mind!  

“A strong mind must be calm!” Chen Xiaobei said. Even if Mount Tai were to collapse in front of you, you 

must be able to remain calm!” 

“At the same time, you have to be confident! Even if he had to go against everyone else’s will, he had to 

believe in his own Dao! Believe in your own judgment and decisiveness!” 

“Finally, it needs to be stable enough! You must be able to withstand the pressure, only then will you be 

able to withstand the great winds and waves in the future!” 



The confidence in Chen Xiaobei’s eyes was so bright that it was almost tangible! 

At this moment, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s Truesoul avatar no longer spoke! 

Clang clang clang … Clang clang … 

Only the thirty-six fiend supremacies in six-armed golden armor were still launching the same attack 

tirelessly! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei had returned to his human form. 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei did not even have the slightest bit of Saint Qi. 

He didn’t even put up any defensive posture. 

If an ordinary person were to see this, they would think that Chen Xiaobei was courting death! Seeking 

death! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei’s wounds were still bleeding, which was enough to prove that the six-armed fiend 

supremacy’s strength could hurt Chen Xiaobei! 

If Chen Xiaobei did not Dodge or use his saintly celestial energy, he would be torn into pieces by the 

terrifying attack! 

Of course, this was only the view of ordinary people! 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was calm, and his heart was completely calm. There was not a single ripple in his 

emotions, and he even had a smile on his face. 

At the same time, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit avatar did not say anything else, as if it 

already knew the result. 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei and the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone had such a reaction 

was because they had seen something that ordinary people could not see! 

Clang clang clang … Clang clang … 

In the next moment, a storm of attacks came at Chen Xiaobei. 

In 0.0001 seconds, Chen Xiaobei’s body would have been chopped into pieces. 

However, at this moment, Chen Xiaobei’s face was calm and composed, as if these attacks did not exist 

at all. 

Even though it seemed like Chen Xiaobei was looking for death! 

But right now, Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind was completely different from that of a man who was 

waiting for death! 

Chen Xiaobei was as calm as a mountain! He was like an eminent monk who had seen through the 

mortal world and comprehended the rest of his life. He was as calm as still water! 



Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Then, the 36 fiend supremacies in golden armor turned into golden dust and dispersed as if Chen 

Xiaobei had seen through them! 

It was obvious that the magical formation that enveloped the space could sense Chen Xiaobei’s state of 

mind! 

Only with a strong state of mind could he perform the same as Chen Xiaobei! 

Now that all the six-armed fiend supremacies had turned into golden dust, it meant that Chen Xiaobei 

had successfully passed the test! 

“Congratulations!” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone’s voice rang out once more as it said in a deep voice, ” 

“You have passed the first trial! Now, you will receive your first reward!” 

“Whoosh …” 

A black jade box appeared in front of Chen Xiaobei. 

“What … What is this?” 

Chen Xiaobei asked, frowning. 

“Ten thousand Dao Saint pills!” 

The Truesoul avatar of patriarch ninesuits said calmly, ” “This is a Supreme medicinal pill concocted by 

the myriad Dao ancestor! I won’t go into detail about its functions. You’ll know it clearly after you take 

it!” 

“Medicinal pills?” 

Chen Xiaobei did not immediately consume it. 

Instead, he tried to activate the ” Xuan ” word incantation. 

“Whoosh …” 

After the test, Chen Xiaobei’s Sealed Power was finally released! 

The ” Xuan ” word incantation was activated successfully! 

Then, Chen Xiaobei saw the spiritual light of opportunity from the black jade box! 

Obviously, the ” Xuan ” word incantation did not fail, nor did it cheat him! 

There was indeed an unprecedented opportunity in this domain, and it was in this black jade box! 

“Good! Now, let me see! Just how powerful is this pill?” 

Chen Xiaobei lifted his blood-stained and wounded arm and opened the jade box with some difficulty. 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei’s face changed! 



Chapter 4747-holding back! 

“Whoosh …” 

In an instant, dazzling eighteen-colored Holy Radiance bloomed from the jade box! 

It was dazzling and dazzling! 

Looking at it, there was a round pill under the Holy Light, and the brilliant holy light was coming from 

this pill! 

The pill itself was as smooth and smooth as Jade, and as clear as a diamond. It was extremely 

mysterious, something that no one had ever seen or heard of. 

Of course, the most important thing was not the appearance of the pill! 

Instead, it was the special medicinal fragrance that it emitted! 

This medicinal fragrance was extremely rich and refreshing. At the same time, it was accompanied by an 

extremely profound and ancient aura! 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei had only just smelled the medicinal fragrance, and before he could 

even savor it, the result had already shocked him to the core! 

“Whoosh …” 

The moment Chen Xiaobei took a whiff of the medicine, the wounds on his body began to heal at an 

extremely fast speed! 

In less than ten seconds, all the wounds had healed! 

Furthermore, it wasn’t just a simple recovery. All the scars had been completely smoothed out, as if her 

skin was as good as new and had never been injured! 

Then, after a few seconds, not only were his wounds completely healed, but even his Saint Qi and 

physical strength had been completely restored! 

This result was simply heaven-defying! 

Chen Xiaobei was still far from consuming the pill. He could only smell the fragrance of the medicine! 

From this, it could be seen how terrifying this kind of medicinal pill was! 

No wonder the ” Xuan ” spell could see an unprecedented huge opportunity! 

Even if he used his toes to think, he knew that once he consumed this medicinal pill, it would definitely 

bring him enormous benefits! 

“Why don’t you eat this pill?” 

 what’s wrong? ” nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone asked when Chen Xiaobei sniffed the 

medicine but had no intention of consuming it. 

“I don’t think it’s necessary to take this pill now!” 



Chen Xiaobei had his own plan, ”  after all, there are still many more tests to come. I’ll keep this pill as it 

can save my life at the critical moment!  

“You’re such a sneaky kid! You’re indeed smarter than me back then! The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s 

Truesoul avatar couldn’t help but let out a sigh. 

Chen Xiaobei had made a wise decision! 

However, immediately after, the true spirit avatar of the nine hearts turtle ancestor changed the topic 

and said, ”  however, if you don’t accept this pill now, you’ll never be able to pass the second round!  

“Why?” Chen Xiaobei did not argue but tried to find out as many clues as he could. 

“Don’t try to trick me into talking! I won’t give you the chance to prepare in advance!” 

However, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone was not stupid. It would not reveal any 

information to Chen Xiaobei. 

Without any clues, the only thing Chen Xiaobei could be sure of was that the second stage would be 

even more dangerous and difficult! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was not in a hurry. 

He immediately closed the black jade box and sealed the medicinal fragrance firmly, not wasting a single 

bit. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei sat quietly on the spot, planning his next move. 

“Stop wasting time! You have no other choice!” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s Truesoul avatar urged, ” “If you’re sure you don’t want to take the pill, 

then keep going! The space gate of the second stage had been activated! I wish you good luck!” 

At that moment, the voice of the nine-hearted turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone revealed a hint of a 

smile that was not a smile, as if it could not wait to watch the show. 

The second stage was not going to be easy. If Chen Xiaobei entered in his current state, he would be in 

extreme danger. He might not even be able to pass the test. 

Therefore, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone had a half-smile on his face, and he even 

seemed to be gloating over his misfortune. 

“It’s not like I don’t have a choice!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Right now, my injuries have completely recovered, and all my trump cards have 

been unsealed! In other words, other than moving forward, I can also choose to retreat from this 

domain!” 

“Quit? Are you dreaming?” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s Truesoul avatar said in disdain, ” “This is the 10000 DAOs Supreme 

domain! Other than the ancestor of all DAOs, no one else can enter and leave freely!” 



“I can tell you very responsibly! Anyone who came in only had two paths, either pass the test or die 

Here! There’s definitely no third option!” 

It was obvious that the true spirit clone of the nine hearts turtle ancestor had no idea about Chen 

Xiaobei’s ability. 

With Chen Xiaobei’s current state of mind, he could already peek into the Supreme origin! 

So, even if the spatial laws here were at the highest level, Chen Xiaobei could still peek into the origin, 

find the weakest spot, open a crack, and leave safely! 

This way, not only did Chen Xiaobei not have to risk his life, but he had also obtained a ten thousand 

DAOs divine pill. This was definitely worth it! 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not seem to have any intention of stopping. Otherwise, he would not have 

stayed where he was to think! 

After all, he already had a life-saving talisman in his hand! After entering the second stage, it was 

equivalent to having two lives, and he could totally take a gamble! 

If he gave up now and used up all the Saint pills in the real world, he would lose a life-saving charm. If he 

returned here to take the test, his chances of winning would be greatly reduced! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei was more inclined to continue moving forward! 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

After making his decision, Chen Xiaobei did not hesitate anymore. 

He directly strode forward. 

“You’re really not afraid of death!” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone let out a cold laugh, and this laugh revealed a sense of 

disdain. 

The nine-hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone believed that if Chen Xiaobei did not consume the ten 

thousand divine pills, he would not be able to pass the second test. He might even die a horrible death! 

“Whoosh …” 

As Chen Xiaobei moved forward, a portal appeared in the air. 

The eighteen-colored Holy Radiance circulated slowly, revealing an unrivaled aura. 

It could be seen that the danger behind this space gate must be extremely huge and fatal. 

Chen Xiaobei was well aware of this. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not waver at all. 

Since he had already made up his mind, he had to give it a try. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was careful this time. In case the external force was sealed again and the divine 

pills could not be taken out after being stored in the storage space, Chen Xiaobei took the black jade box 

in his hand. 



So that he could use the ten thousand divine pills to save his life at any time. 

“Chi …” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei stepped into the portal. 

In the next moment, the space around them began to spin, and the scene before them underwent a 

massive change once again! 

 Chapter 4748-life! 

A special space appeared before his eyes. 

The area was much smaller than before, but there were many more flowers and trees. 

At first glance, it looked like a garden full of lush vegetation. 

It was very leisurely and elegant. If one could lie down on the soft and thick grass to sleep, it would 

definitely be very comfortable. 

“Strange …” 

However, Chen Xiaobei was frowning. He was not at all confused by the carefreeness of the garden. 

 what a strong life force … It’s the Holy path of life …  Chen Xiaobei was confused. 

“Oh? You can actually make such an accurate judgment so quickly. It seems that you are very familiar 

with the Holy path of life!” The Truesoul clone of the nine hearts turtle ancestor appeared to be rather 

puzzled as well. 

“……” 

This time, Chen Xiaobei did not answer the true spirit clone. 

Instead, he focused his attention and became vigilant. 

Obviously, the first round of the talent test was only an entrance ticket. The real test was about to 

begin! 

The reason was simple. There were ten different saintly ways in the one word Saint destroyer curse! 

These were all saintly ways created by the ancestor of all DAOs, so they naturally had special test value. 

Although he was not completely sure, Chen Xiaobei could make a reasonable guess. After passing some 

kind of Holy road test, one would be able to prove that one’s ability was special. 

If the myriad Dao ancestor was satisfied, he would be able to cultivate the corresponding ability or be 

promoted. 

For example, the nine hearts turtle ancestor! 

He had only passed three tests, but he had not died! 



It was probably because he had displayed a super-strong power in a certain aspect in the third stage that 

he had obtained the recognition of the myriad Dao ancestor. He had made an exception and used it, 

which was why he had saved his life! 

This guess was reasonable, but Chen Xiaobei could not be sure. 

After all, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone was very sneaky and would not reveal any 

useful information to Chen Xiaobei. So, every step Chen Xiaobei took after that was like touching a stone 

to cross a River. Every step he took was unknown! 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

Then, the surrounding plants suddenly started to grow crazily! 

Moreover, what was even more strange was that every blade of grass and every leaf was wrapped in the 

five star Saint ancestor level Saint origin power. Moreover, the strength of the power was unrivaled 

among those of the same level! 

“Not good!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly flew into the air. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei reacted quickly, his feet were still cut by the grass beneath his feet, and his 

shoes were torn into pieces. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

Of course, to be precise, they were no longer young grass. 

Instead, it should be a sharp sword that was growing rapidly! 

He saw that the tender grass that was originally a few centimeters long had grown to a few meters tall. 

More importantly, every blade of grass was wrapped in a powerful Saint Origin Energy. 

Furthermore, this Saint Origin Energy was still invincible among those of the same level, and it was 

already inexhaustible! 

In other words, the carefree little garden had now turned into an Asura field with swords and sabers in 

it! 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

Before Chen Xiaobei could think, the plants continued to grow. 

This space was much smaller than before. If Chen Xiaobei did not come up with a solution soon, the 

entire space would be filled with these crazily growing plants! 

If that happened, Chen Xiaobei would be caught in the middle and would be dismembered into a 

thousand pieces, or even ground into mincemeat! 

“Hiss …” 

Chen Xiaobei opened the black jade box in his hand and took a deep breath of the medicinal fragrance. 

The injuries on his legs quickly recovered. 



“Witch Dragon divinity!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei turned into his purple-gold dragon form. 

 break!!!  

Chen Xiaobei let out a battle cry and attacked with all his might! 

Clang clang clang … Clang clang … 

The Dragon claws swept across, the Dragon teeth bit, and the giant wings of the kun Peng released 

trillions of wind blades! 

The purple-gold radiance filled the entire space. 

The overwhelming power appeared once again, sweeping across the entire space and sweeping away 

everything in its path! 

Wherever the sharp edge passed, the crazily growing plants were cut in half! 

Within a few seconds, the entire garden was cut bare, appearing very desolate and messy! 

“Phew …” 

Chen Xiaobei could finally catch his breath. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei knew very well that he would not be able to pass the test with such a result. 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

As expected, in the next moment, all the plants started to grow crazily again! 

Furthermore, the rate of growth was clearly faster than before! 

What was even more terrifying was that the strength of the Saint Qi wrapped around the plants had also 

increased greatly! 

“What the!! ck! You can’t cheat like this!” 

Chen Xiaobei was dumbfounded. 

I’ve used countless cheats, but I’ve never used one that’s so inhumane. 

It grew faster, and its destructive power was stronger! 

Chen Xiaobei was still able to control himself earlier. Even though he could not break out of the 

situation, he could at least protect himself. 

But now, whether Chen Xiaobei could even protect himself was a question mark. 

How was he supposed to play with this? 

More importantly, the strengthening this time was probably not in the most inhumane form of this 

cheat! 



Chen Xiaobei was very familiar with the Holy way of life. 

As the saying goes, the wildfire can’t burn everything down, but the spring wind blows and the grass 

grows again! Those who can’t beat me will eventually make me stronger! 

This was the true essence of life! 

The power of life would often experience a surge of growth and strengthening after each heavy 

pressure! 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei could still cut down the surrounding plants one more time! 

However, an even more terrifying danger was coming! 

“How do we play with this …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows were tightly knitted together, looking extremely depressed. 

It was clear that this was another unsolvable dead end. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei even took the initiative to transform back into his human form. 

After all, the purple-gold giant Dragon’s form was extremely huge. It wouldn’t take long before it came 

into contact with the crazily growing plants and suffered injuries from all directions. 

After transforming into a human, he could even fly in the air and Exchange space for time. 

He would try to come up with some countermeasures. 

At the same time, the true spirit clone that saw Chen Xiaobei in his human form sneered at him. 

“Little brat! Don’t waste your energy! If you eat the ten thousand divine pills now, you can still turn the 

tables. Otherwise, you’ll die! It’s absolutely impossible to clear the game!” 

Obviously, the nine-heart turtle ancestor had taken the 10000-way divine pill to pass the second test. 

In other words, if the nine-heart turtle ancestor had not taken the ten thousand divine pills, he would 

not have been able to pass the second round. 

Therefore, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone thought that Chen Xiaobei would be the 

same as him. Without the help of the ten thousand divine pills, there would be no hope. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei knew that this was a very dangerous situation. 

However, Chen Xiaobei maintained his calm and asked, ” “You’re not answering my other questions! 

Then can you tell me what the effects are after I take this ten thousand Saint pill? By right, you have the 

duty to introduce him to me! Isn’t it?” 

Chapter 4749 - 4749 Heaven-defying! 

 “This …” 

The Truesoul clone of patriarch nine hearts hesitated for a moment. 
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The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone did not want to answer Chen Xiaobei’s question. After 

all, Chen Xiaobei was very smart. He could catch any clue and figure out a way to break out of this 

situation. 

That was why the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone did not want to answer any of Chen 

Xiaobei’s questions! 

However, the reason why the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone was left in the ten thousand 

DAOs Supreme domain was to give some necessary guidance to the future examinees! 

It was the duty of the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone to introduce the 10000 divine pills! 

However, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone thought that Chen Xiaobei would have 

consumed the pill, so he did not bother to introduce it to Chen Xiaobei and let him feel it himself! 

But Chen Xiaobei did not consume the ten thousand divine pills! 

Therefore, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit avatar still had the obligation to introduce this 

medicinal pill! 

“Good! I’ll tell you!” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit avatar said in a deep voice, ” “The myriad Dao divine pill is a 

pill of supreme quality refined by the ancestor of the myriad Dao himself! For example, healing, calming 

the mind, replenishing Saint Qi, and other small effects, there’s no need to mention them!” 

“The most heaven-defying effect of the myriad Dao divine pill is that it can forcibly raise one of your 

abilities to the level of a Supreme divine ancestor! Also, you can choose which ability to upgrade!” 

After that, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone shut his mouth, not wanting to reveal any 

more information to Chen Xiaobei. 

“What the f * ck! This is too heaven-defying!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up as he looked at the black jade box in his hand. It was as if he was looking at an 

even more inhuman super awesome cheat! 

Attention! 

What the true spirit clone of the nine hearts turtle ancestor said was to raise a certain ability to the level 

of a Supreme Saint ancestor! 

It was the level! And not quality! 

This was not just an ordinary heaven-defying act! 

Simply put, if an ordinary person took a 10000-DAOs divine pill, they could directly raise one of their 

abilities to the level of a Supreme divine ancestor! 

To put it more bluntly, it allowed those who weren’t the Supreme sacred ancestor to possess the power 

of the Supreme sacred ancestor! 

Of course, a certain ability did not necessarily have to be strength! 



It could be strength, speed, defense, recovery, spiritual energy, Saint Qi, physical strength, and so on … 

As long as you could think of an ability, ten thousand divine pills could help you directly reach the 

Supreme divine ancestor level! 

It could be seen how inhumane this cheat was! 

No wonder the ” Xuan ” spell could see an unprecedented opportunity! 

Wasn’t it unprecedented to be able to directly upgrade to the level of a Supreme sacred ancestor? 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

At the same time, the grass had grown to more than ten meters tall and the trees were almost touching 

Chen Xiaobei’s height! 

Chen Xiaobei had no choice but to continue flying higher! 

However! 

Not only was the area of this space reduced, but even the height was also restricted. 

The highest height was only about 300 meters! 

In other words, the trees would reach the ceiling in 10 seconds, and the grass would reach the highest 

point in 30 seconds! 

By then, if Chen Xiaobei had not come up with a solution, he would not be able to escape! 

Chen Xiaobei was well aware of this, so he did not dare to have any other thoughts. He immediately 

focused his mind and focused on thinking! 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone did not give Chen Xiaobei any clues. 

However, with Chen Xiaobei’s superior intelligence, he was able to find a loophole! 

“According to the nine hearts turtle ancestor, it only had the ability to pass after taking the ten thousand 

divine pills! In other words, back then, the nine hearts turtle ancestor hadn’t reached the Supreme 

sacred ancestor realm yet!” 

“It made the right choice and raised one of its abilities to the level of a Supreme divine ancestor, 

allowing it to successfully pass this trial! “So, what I need to know now is which ability it chose to 

upgrade!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly sorted out his thoughts. 

He continued to think deeper and deduce,’first of all, the nine hearts turtle ancestor has a turtle shell 

with amazing defensive power, so it won’t choose to increase its defensive power! Besides, there’s no 

point in increasing their defense. After all, these crazily growing plants will continue to increase their 

strength. No matter how high their defense is, they’ll eventually be ground to death like ants devouring 

an elephant!” 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 



“Increasing Saint Origin Energy or physical strength doesn’t seem to be the best solution either! After 

all, even if these plants were cut and crushed, they would still grow back! Moreover, it would become 

stronger with each growth! This will only speed up the arrival of death!” 

“However, other than these, abilities like spiritual power and recovery power don’t seem to be worth 

improving! It was of no help to break out of the situation! In the end, he’ll still be slowly ground to 

death, without any suspense!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s thoughts were clear. 

However, he could not continue to think about it. 

This was because not only was there no optimal solution, but there was also no reasonable choice. 

“Swish!” 

At that moment, the tallest tree had already reached the ceiling of the space. 

A tree branch with dozens of Saint Qi that were sharper than knives and swords came at Chen Xiaobei. 

“Whoosh!” 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei’s mental state was strong enough. Even in such a situation, he was still able to 

multitask. 

He had to think deeply while maintaining a high level of vigilance, and at the same time, he had to be 

able to make Swift and accurate judgments and reactions! If any of these abilities were missing, or if any 

of them were not done properly, Chen Xiaobei would be injured! 

Upon seeing this, the Truesoul avatar of the nine hearts turtle ancestor couldn’t help but exclaim in 

surprise. 

However, it was only a branch! 

As time went by, more and more branches and even all the grass would come for Chen Xiaobei! 

Under such circumstances, Chen Xiaobei could not hide forever! 

So, Chen Xiaobei had to race against time and think of a way to get out of this situation as soon as 

possible. 

“Wait a minute! I seem to have been misled! I shouldn’t have followed the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s 

train of thought! I should be following the ancestor of all DAOs “train of thought!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei had an idea. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei overturned all his previous speculations. 

“According to the will of the ancestor of all DAOs, each type of holy path is to test a certain ability of the 

tester! When this ability meets the standard, it can be used as an exception!” 



“Because of this, the nine hearts turtle ancestor used the power of the ten thousand Dao sacred pills to 

pass the second test! Therefore, it didn’t get the exception Gu in the second stage, but was only used in 

the third stage!” 

Chapter 4750 - 4750 A choice! 

 in other words, the increase in power provided by the divine pill of ten thousand DAOs won’t be 

recognized by the ancestor of ten thousand DAOs. Even if you barely pass, you won’t be able to pass the 

test!  

“Therefore, if you want to pass the test, you have to rely on your own ability or talent! The ten thousand 

Saint pills can only add flowers to a brocade, it can’t help when it’s needed!” 

Chen Xiaobei reorganized his thoughts and found a new direction to go in! 

If he really wanted to pass the test, he couldn’t pin his hopes on the ten thousand Dao divine pills. He 

had to think of a way himself! 

“Little brat! I have to admit that you’re smarter than me!” 

At this moment, the true spirit avatar of the nine hearts turtle ancestor spoke again, ” “You guessed it 

right! But you don’t have time! If you don’t take the ten thousand Saint pills, you will die!” 

Indeed, at this moment, the surrounding vegetation had already grown to a very huge state. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei could still multitask and Dodge the attacks. 

But in reality, the space left for Chen Xiaobei was getting smaller and smaller. 

In another ten seconds, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to Dodge or hide. He would be cut into pieces 

by the countless blades. 

But even so, Chen Xiaobei was still thinking calmly. 

“I don’t believe that you would be so kind as to remind me! In your heart, you must be wishing for me to 

die quickly, right?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed, as if he could see through the true spirit clone of the nine hearts turtle 

ancestor. 

 if I’m not wrong, even if I take the ten thousand Saint pills and improve my abilities in one aspect, I still 

won’t be able to kill these plants. I’ll die!  

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei did not trust the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone at all. Instead, he 

was extremely wary of it. 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone reminded Chen Xiaobei to consume the ten thousand 

divine pills as soon as possible. The more Chen Xiaobei thought about it, the more he had to think about 

the danger behind this. 

“Wait a moment!” 
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Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei had an idea.  “The end of life is death! The reversal of life was destruction! Even 

though it was said that the wildfire can not burn everything down, the spring breeze will make it grow 

again! However, if a wild fire can burn it all, then life will be completely ended!” 

“I understand now! This trial is to test my destructive ability! Or rather, my will to destroy! If I can pass 

the test, I’ll be able to obtain an exception and inherit the myriad Dao ancestor’s destruction divine 

Dao!” 

In that moment, Chen Xiaobei finally understood the crux of the matter. 

“You … You … You …” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s Truesoul clone let out a sound of disbelief. He was so shocked that he 

couldn’t even speak. 

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei had found the key to break out of this situation! 

That was destruction! 

Extreme! Pious! An unshakeable will to destroy! 

It had to be said that the myriad Dao ancestor’s design for this stage was also very ingenious. 

The shrinking of space and the rapid growth of vegetation brought a huge mental pressure to the 

examinee! 

More importantly, every time the plants were cut and destroyed, they would grow again. Furthermore, 

they would grow faster and more powerful! 

Therefore, most people who entered this space and cut off the first wave of plants would definitely not 

cut off the second wave! In this way, he was destined to be trapped to death! 

Only by knowing that these plants could grow again and still continue to destroy them with 

determination could they truly break out of this predicament! 

As for ordinary people, under the heavy pressure of numerous dangers, would they dare to cut any 

vegetation? Not to mention destroying the entire garden! He would never have such a thought! 

Therefore, it was almost impossible for ordinary people to think of the deep meaning of the ancestor of 

ten thousand Dao! 

And nine hearts turtle ancestor was a typical example! 

At that time, it had also destroyed the first wave of vegetation. After realizing that the vegetation grew 

faster and stronger, it simply shrank back into its turtle shell! 

Chen Xiaobei was wrong about one thing! 

Chen Xiaobei did not think that nine hearts turtle ancestor would choose to increase his defense! 

In fact, after the nine-heart turtle ancestor took the ten thousand Saint pills, he chose to improve his 

defense! 



Therefore, after the nine hearts turtle ancestor retracted into his turtle shell, his defense was almost 

invincible! 

The surrounding vegetation could not hurt nine hearts turtle ancestor at all. Therefore, both parties 

remained in place! 

In fact, the nine heart turtle ancestor was too embarrassed to say that he had wasted a full 330000 

years! 

In the end, it was the myriad Dao ancestor who couldn’t stand it anymore and canceled this test, 

allowing nine hearts turtle ancestor to enter the third Test! 

Therefore, at that time, the nine hearts turtle ancestor did not pass this test at all. He only used his 

cowardly and shameless attitude to wear out the patience of the ancestor of ten thousand DAOs! 

Of course, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s true spirit clone would never tell Chen Xiaobei about these 

details. 

He really couldn’t afford to lose that face! 

It was Chen Xiaobei himself, with his calm mind and high intelligence, who was able to figure out the 

meaning of the test! 

“Witch Dragon divinity!” 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei turned back into his demonic beast form! 

 immortal-killing sword formation!!!  

Then, Chen Xiaobei used his four dragon claws as swords and unleashed a vast amount of purple-gold 

sword Qi, forming the celestial slaying sword formation! 

The origin of destruction was killing! 

The celestial eradication sword formation was the number one killing formation of the heavenly Dao! 

The first great destruction formation! 

With all of Chen Xiaobei’s trump cards and external forces sealed, the celestial eradication sword 

formation was the most powerful attack that could manifest his will to kill and destroy! 

To comprehend the true essence of destruction! The will to carry out destruction! 

In that instant, Chen Xiaobei seemed to have derived his own holy path of destruction! 

The purple-gold sword Qi from the four dragon claws seemed to have been endowed with a mysterious 

demonic power with the support of the destruction Saint path! 

Originally, after the enhancement, the saintly celestial energy on the plants was already slightly stronger 

than Chen Xiaobei’s! 

However, at this moment, wherever the purple-gold sword Qi passed! These plants were like paper, 

easily cut down! 



In an instant, the vegetation that had almost filled the entire space was directly cut into pieces, falling 

and scattering in all directions! 

It was obvious that life and slaughter were like fire and water. They were incompatible and restrained 

each other! 

When the power of life was higher than destruction and slaughter, new lives would continuously appear 

and grow endlessly! 

And when the power of life was lower than that of destruction and slaughter, all life would come to an 

end and no longer exist! 

And now, Chen Xiaobei was beginning to understand the power of the Holy path of destruction! 

Although he hadn’t really formed a destructive saintly way, this destructive power had clearly surpassed 

the vitality of the plants in this space! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

After the chopped grass and trees fell to the ground, they didn’t grow back. Instead, they withered and 

decayed rapidly. 

Even the roots that were buried in the soil rapidly dried up, shriveled, decayed, and finally disappeared 

completely. 

“Whoosh …” 

In the end, an extremely strong destructive aura of the saintly way appeared. 

The garden in front of him no longer existed. It had turned into a land of death, without any signs of life! 

 con… Congratulations … You’ve successfully passed the second stage’s test!  

The Truesoul clone of the nine hearts turtle ancestor let out a sound of surprise and unwillingness. 

This result was like countless invisible slaps on its face! 

After all, it had been mocking Chen Xiaobei throughout the entire process, thinking that he would not be 

able to pass the level without consuming the ten thousand divine pills! 

However, at this moment, the truth was clearly laid out in front of them! 

This face slap was simply too loud! 

“Now … Now, you have two choices …” He said. 

 


